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Secure Mobile Multiagent SystemsIn Virtual MarketplacesA Case Study on Comparison ShoppingIna Schaefer
AbstractThe growth of the Internet has deeply inuenced our daily lives as well as our com-mercial structures. Agents and multiagent systems will play a major role in the furtherdevelopment of Internet-based applications like virtual marketplaces. However, there is anincreasing awareness of the security problems involved. These systems will not be success-ful until their problems are solved. This report examines comparison shopping, a virtualmarketplace scenario and an application domain for a mobile multiagent system, with re-spect to its security issues. The interests of the participants in the scenario, merchantsand clients, are investigated. Potential security threats are identi�ed and security objec-tives counteracting those threats are established. These objectives are re�ned into buildingblocks a secure multiagent system should provide. The building blocks are transformedinto features of agents and executing platforms. Originating from this analysis, solutionsfor the actual implementation of these building blocks are suggested. It is pointed outunder which assumptions it is possible to achieve the security goals, if at all.
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1 IntroductionThe success of the Internet and the World Wide Web has deeply inuenced our every day livesas well as our commercial structures. Agent technologies and multiagent systems will play amajor part in the further development of WWW-based applications: virtual marketplaces withcustomer and seller agents, chat rooms and avatars, personal assistant agents as well as nonbenevolent agents designed to attack a site, are just some of many applications. While thereis still a considerable hype concerning agent technologies, there is also an increasing awarenessof the problems involved. The growth of Internet-based commerce is tempered by legitimateconcerns on the security of such systems. In particular, these applications will not be successfulunless security issues can be adequately handled. One of the major concerns for both customersand merchants participating in eCommerce is the potential loss of assets and privacy due tothe breaches in the security of corporate computer systems. Although there is a large body ofwork on cryptographic techniques that provide basic building blocks to solve speci�c securityproblems, relatively little work has been done in investigating security in a multiagent systemcontext. The introduction of mobile software agents signi�cantly increases the risks involved inInternet and Web-based applications.Mobile agents have several advantages in a system like the Internet. Mobile agents travel to aplatform to be executed and go where the required data is stored. So the overall communicationtra�c over low-bandwidth, high-latency and high-cost access networks is reduced. Also if theconnection to the agent owner is interrupted, the agent can still go on working. It returns theresults when the connection is re-established. The owner does not have to be online all thetime for his agent to perform his task. This is particularly useful in case the connection is madevia mobile phone. Therefore, the trade-o� between performance and security issues has to beconsidered.The research presented in this report was done as a part of the SEMAS (Security in MobileMulitagent Systems) project funded by the German Ministry for Education and Research. Itinvestigates the fundamental security threats in the design of mobile multiagent systems withinvirtual marketplaces. These threats can be classi�ed according to whether they are inherent tothe application scenario to be implemented, inherent to the multiagent system level design, aconsequence of the design of the individual agent or a result of using mobile computing. SEMAStherefore investigates into how the design of the application, the design of the agent societyand the selection of the computational paradigm inuences the characteristics of the securitythreats and how security measures can be combined to an all-embracing security infrastructure.Accordingly, the SEMAS methodology and also the research work is organised into three layers:�rstly the application layer, secondly the system architecture and thirdly the computationalarchitecture. The aim of the SEMAS project is to come up with a methodology for the designand implementation of secure mobile multiagent systems, particularly for virtual marketplaces.Since SEMAS covers the application oriented design phase as well, there is a need to focus ona family of scenarios. Guided by the economical importance and scienti�c signi�cance, SEMASexplores concrete instances of virtual marketplaces based on auctions and free negotiation. Thecases considered in SEMAS are auctions and comparison shopping as important applicationsfor mobile agents in virtual marketplaces. They are also important instances of negotiation onmarkets from an economic perspective.This report focuses on the comparison shopping scenario, one of the SEMAS cases on theapplication layer. It investigates security requirements and possible solutions for this concretescenario. In [DEW96], the comparison shopping problem is described as follows: given are adomain description with useful attributes to di�erentiate between di�erent products, a set ofURLs for the homepages of possible vendors, an attribute A by which the user wants to comparethe vendors (e.g. the price) and �nally a speci�cation of the desired product in terms of desiredvalues for the product's attributes. The task of a comparison shopping agent is to determinethe set of stores where the desired product is available sorted by the attribute A.In this report, a detailed model for the comparison shopping scenario will be established. Withrespect to its di�erent phases and instances, it will be explored which interests and expectationsthe participants have. The interests and possibilities of an attacker and the resulting securitythreats for the application will be considered. From that analysis, the overall security objectivescounteracting those threats are identi�ed. The security objectives specify the requirements the3



system has to satisfy for considering it as secure. Having sketched a potential mobile multiagentsystem to realise the scenario, the objectives are broken down into more detailed features ofthe system to be constructed, i.e. building blocks or interfaces the system architecture has toprovide at the application level. The building blocks are further re�ned into features of singleagents roaming in the system and of executing platforms. Finally, concrete technical means areproposed to implement the building blocks on the level of the system architecture.Furthermore, this report gives an overview of research on comparison shopping from di�erentpoints of view, i.e. the construction of shopbots, virtual marketplaces, economic impact andsecurity issues. Additionally, an overview of existing security mechanisms for mobile agents andplatforms is presented. It is shown which of those are applicable in this case study.The remainder of this report is structured as follows: In section 2, we discuss related work withrespect to comparison shopping and security of mobile agents. In section 3, a detailed modelof the comparison shopping scenario is established and its di�erent phases and instances areanalysed. In section 4, we move towards a secure system and show which building blocks areneeded to construct a secure mobile multiagent system for this applicaion scenario and howthey can be realised technically. Section 5 �nishes the report with a brief summary of the mainresults and an outlook to future work.2 Related work2.1 Related work { Comparison ShoppingResearch on comparison shopping can be divided into di�erent areas according to its focus. The�rst main area of research is concerned with the functionality and construction of comparisonshopping agents or so-called shopbots. It is investigated how a comparison shopping agenthas to work, how wrappers for the retrieved information are constructed and how the �ndingswill be ranked. A second focus are virtual marketplaces, most of which contain a comparisonshopping phase. A third area of research is the economic perspective on comparison shopping.Researchers investigate which impact shopbots have to the economy and develop methods toanalyse economies with comparison shopping agents. Finally, comparison shopping is often usedas example in literature considering security of mobile agents. Many authors use comparisonshopping to illustrate the security issues linked to mobile agents. In the following, we have acloser look at these four areas of comparison shopping research.2.1.1 Construction and Working Principles of Comparison Shopping AgentsThe �rst area of comparison shopping research is concerned with the construction of comparisonshopping agents that are sent out to �nd the best match for a given product description.Andresen Consulting's BargainFinder [Kru96] is the �rst ever model of a merchant brokeringshopping agent or comparison shopping agent. Given a speci�c music CD name BargainFinderrequests its price (including delivery) from each of nine di�erent online music catalogs usingthe same requests as a web browser. It presents its results to the consumer that makes the�nal decision where to buy from. Several merchants decided not to participate or blockedBargainFinder. BargainFinder works in a hard-wired way and is hand-coded for the speci�cproduct domain. It employs manual rule extraction and does not construct wrappers itself.This means that it is explicitly encoded in the BargainFinder agent how the information froma speci�c visited website is extracted. Exite's Jango was another merchant brokering shoppingassistant similar to BargainFinder, but with more product features and shopping categories tosearch across.Shopbot [DEW96] is comparable to BargainFinder and Jango. It is inspired by BargainFinder'sfeasibility demonstration and popularity. However, Shopbot is product independent and takesa description of a product domain as an input. All information it needs about a shop is itsURL. Shopbot learns how to extract information from the store and relies on AI techniqueslike heuristic search, pattern matching, or inductive learning in contrast to the hand-codedBargainFinder. Shopbot suggests an automatic rule extraction technique by analysing andlearning in shopping malls. In order to integrate speci�c product information, Shopbot removesirrelevant information such as advertisments by using inductive learning mechanisms and then4



extracts necessary product information. However, Shopbot uses strong assumptions about thestructure of HTML �les and the display format of products for learning. More about thetechnical details can be found in [PDEW95].[JCK+00] proposes a more scalable comparison shopping agent as an improvement to Shop-bot. They present a robust and automatic shopping mall learning algorithm and an ontologygeneration method. The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to determine the position ofa product description unit from the HTML source of a search result page by recognizing arepeated pattern of logical line information. The positional information is converted into anextraction rule that becomes the main part of the wrapper. This algorithm is simple, but robustbecause no strong biases are assumed. Consequently, the success rate is higher for constructinga correct wrapper. Furthermore, a mechanism is suggested that generates the ontology fromthe well-structured outputs. The existing ontology is automatically extended by applying it tounstructured search results. More details on the construction of these wrappers can be foundin [YLC00].In [BG99], Brody et al. introduce the PocketBargainFinder device. A customer enters abookshop and �nds an interesting book. He takes the PocketBargainFinder and scans thebook's barcode. PocketBargainFinder connects to the Internet and evaluates the book's priceat di�erent online retailers. The customer sees whether he could order the book on the Internetfor better conditions taking delivery costs and delivery time into account. The used hardwareis a PDA and a barcode reader as well as wireless communication. PocketBargainFinder isproposed for use in augmented commerce, i.e. commerce in the real world enhanced withelectronic commerce components.[GM98] stresses the necessity of including multiple attributes in the product ranking done byagents during comparison shopping. An online-merchant would, as in the physical world, preferhis customers only to shop at his site because cross-merchant comparison is seen as a threat tohis own pro�tability. However, consumers want to compare product o�erings across merchants.Cross-merchant comparison is a characteristic of retail marketplaces. Thus, merchants enhancetheir products with product-added values like extended warranties, superior customer serviceand so on to distinguish themselves from other merchants. Cross-merchant comparison is mucheasier and less costly if it is done by comparison shopping agents. The �rst generation ofcomparison shopping agents makes their recommendations only on the price of the product ig-noring other product-added values. That results in inappropriately competative markets. Thatmay mislead customers since the cheapest product is not always the best to buy. Comparisonshopping agents have to be improved in so far as they should employ integrative negotiationtechniques, i.e. they try to resolve a conict over multiple, but not mutually exclusive goals[GM98]. This decision process involving multiple attributes can be described and analysedusing multi-attribute decision theory.2.1.2 Virtual Marketplace SystemsMany of the existing virtual marketplace systems implement a stage similar to comparisonshopping. Kashbah [CM96] is a web-based multi-agent classi�ed ad system where users cre-ate buying and selling agents helping to transact goods. These agents automate comparisonshopping and negotiation between buyers and sellers. A user wanting to buy or sell a goodcreates an agent and sends it to a centralised marketplace. An agent's goal is to complete anacceptable deal satisfying its owner's preferences. However, there are other more sophisticatedmarkets which implement more market mechanisms and more advanced negotiation.MAGMA [TMGW97] is such a more sophisticated virtual marketplace system which comprisesall stages from the product brokering to the actual purchase. MAGMA, as a real virtualmarketplace, comprises banking, communication infrastructure, mechanisms for transportationand storage of goods, facilities for advertising, economic mechanisms and transaction protocols.MAGMA also contains a comparison shopping stage. Another virtual marketplace system ofthis kind including comparison shopping called Tete-a-Tete was developed at the MIT.In [GMM98] a survey of existing virtual and agent-based marketplace systems is given. Theclassi�cation of such virtual marketplaces is made according to which stages of the ConsumerBuying Behaviour (CBB) model are implemented. The CBB model divides a purchase processinto di�erent phases. In the product brokering stage, a customer decides what he wants to buy.5



In the following merchant brokering or comparison shopping stage the customer evaluates theo�ers for this product of di�erent merchants to �nd out whom to buy from. This includes theevaluation of merchant alternatives, based on customer provided criteria (e.g. price, warranty,availability, delivery time, repudiation). After the merchant brokering stage, the negotiationphase follows. The process ends with purchase and delivery of a product. In this survey, it canbe seen which existing systems implement a comparison shopping stage and which do not.2.1.3 The Economic PerspectiveKephart and Greenwald in [KG99, GK99] explore the potential impact of shopbots on marketdynamics by proposing, analysing and simulating a model of shopbot economics which incor-porates software agent representations of buyers and sellers. They state that the reduction ofeconomic friction due to the decreased search costs could dramatically alter market behaviourin the future as shopbots become more frequently used. Their main objective is to understandthe dynamics of the future information economy in which software agents, rather than humans,play the key role and to design utility maximisation algorithms for economically motivatedsoftware-agents. In the latter paper, they also examine the impact of pricebots, i.e. softwareagents that set prices according to supply and demand.In [MU01], the authors focus on the impact of software agent-based shopbots and pricebotson electronic markets. Shopbots and pricebots change the capabilities available to buyers andsellers on the market. A shopbot is attached to a single buyer and able to query several sellersabout a desired product. In this sense, shopbots are similar to comparison shopping agents.A pricebot is attached to a single seller and has the ability to change the price of a servicedynamically to maximize the seller's pro�t. The paper proposes a model in which di�erentsituations, e.g. no price and no shopbot, only shopbots or both of them are analysed. Onemain result of this investigation is that sellers are always better o� colluding with shopbots by�xing prices and permitting them to evaluate those. A second result is that the use of pricebotsmay result in a price-war which in the long run leads to pro�t decline.2.1.4 Comparson Shopping in the Security LiteratureAlso in the security-related literature comparison shopping is widely spread as a motivatingexample. [Yee97] proposes means to protect the computation results of free-roaming mobileagents. This is motivated by the following example of comparison shopping. A software agentis sent out to �nd the least expensive fare for a ight from San Diego to Washington D.C.taking into account various trip timing, seat preference and routing constraints. One of thequeried airlines, Fly-By-Night.com, runs a web server www.ybynight.com, where the agent'scode is automatically recognized and brainwashed. The agent's memory about collected o�ersof other airlines is modi�ed such that it ends up recommending a ight by Fly-By-Night airlinesalthough a less expensive daytime ight has been o�ered by another airline. This example isalso quoted by other authors, e.g. [FGS96b], [Mea97], [KAG98].In [CMS01], a framework for a secure marketplace on the Internet is proposed. A comparisonshopping agent, dispatched to �nd the most convenient o�er for a ight ticket among severalair travel agencies, is facing the following security risks: the shopping agent could try to accessprivileged information, reduce resource availability of the current hosting site or perform a co-ordinate attack with other agents. The other way round, a malicious host could disclose agent'sprivate information, tamper with the agent's code or modify or delete previously collectedprices, thereby gaining economic advantage.[Hoh97] uses a comparison shopping example as illustration of the code mess up mechanismproposed to protect agents from direct manipulation of their code. The code of the comparisonshopping agent is altered such that the semantic of the agent cannot be found out easily.In [Vig98], Vigna proposes the concept of cryptographic traces where execution traces of themobile agents are used to check whether agents have been executed correctly. At the end ofhis paper he illustrates his concept at a comparison shopping scenario. He shows that using hisapproach it is possible to �nd out that previously collected o�ers where modi�ed.More details about the proposed mechanisms can be found in the next section.6



2.2 Related work { Security Mechanisms for Mobile AgentsResearch on the security of mobile agents is divided into two di�erent categories, �rstly theprotection of hosts from malicious agents, the easier part, and secondly the protection of agentsfrom malicious hosts which is much harder. Some approaches, however, have components whichcan be used for protection in both directions. In the following, we will illustrate some techniqueswhich we may use later in our system.2.2.1 Protection of Hosts from Malicious AgentsIn this section, we focus on the protection of hosts from malicious operations performed byagents. We order the techniques according to increasing strictness. The �nal approach in thispart concentrates on resource control at hosts.Signed Code The main idea of signing the code digitally is to create an unforgeable linkbetween the author and his code. The author or the dispatcher of a mobile object signs itwith his secret key and certi�es that this is his object. The signature can be veri�ed with thesigner's public key assuming a PKI exists. If there exists a trust model the trust in the authorcan so be transferred to the mobile object that works on his behalf. A platform that trusts theauthor of the code assumes that the code is not malicious and executes it. This approach isportable to almost any system, where a public key infrastructure exists. This however restrictsthe openness of the system since participants have to register their keys with a central authority.A drawback could be that an author can also sign malicious code and harm someone that trustshim.Safe Interpreters [Moo98] Running already compiled executables is a severe security risk.It can be addressed by shifting to the interpretation of some intermediary code on a virtualmachine. The security problem is reduced to the security policy implemented by the interpreter.Examples for this approach are Safe-Tcl and Java1.1. Safe-TclIn Safe-Tcl, the agent is executed inside a padded cell, which operates in a di�erent namespace. The control over the environment belongs to a master interpreter which preventsthe call of unsafe functions. The problem is that it has to be determined whether a functionis unsafe or not. So functions that are essential for the agent may not be executed. Inaddition to that, an access control list is maintained for the system resources. This usescryptographic authentication, con�gurable security policies and the intersection of accessrights to get the least common access.2. Java1In Java1, the Java Virtual Machine has several components to ensure security. The secu-rity manager approves the access to unsafe operations. The Byte Code Veri�er checks theJava Byte Code for violations in the name space restrictions, for stack-over or under-owand for illegal typecasts. The Class Loader keeps separate name spaces for local trustedclasses and for downloaded, untrusted classes. A problem is that the Security Managerand the Class Loader can be cheated. Additionally, there is only one Security Managerper browser which disables to have di�erent rights for applets in the same browser.Fault Isolation / Sandboxing [Moo98] Sandboxing is another mechanism to monitor theexecution of agents and to restrict safety critical operations. The untrusted code runs in aseparate domain or sandbox, the so-called fault domain. Each load, store or jump command isonly permitted inside the fault domain. This is implemented by conditional address checks oroverwriting upper address bits such that each address falls into the fault domain. Sandboxinghas a better performance than interpreters and is cheaper in terms of code overhead. However,the downloaded code is no longer platform-independent, because the addresses have to bemapped into the fault-domain. 7



Code Veri�cation / Proof Carrying Code (PCC) [Moo98, Nec97] In this approach,the author of the code compiles a proof that his code satis�es a security policy given in somelogical framework by the host. This proof is sent with the agent. At the arrival of the agent, thehost veri�es the proof to guarantee that the code has indeed the desired properties. However,the question remains in which logical framework the security properties should be formulatedto have the necessary expressiveness. Furthermore, the code is no longer platform independentand porting is not straight forward.Market-based Resource Control [BKR98] This approach is concerned with the restric-tion of resources an agent can allocate at a host. If agents use too many resources for a toolong time they can prevent the server from being available to other users. The main idea isthat agents have a restricted amount of e-cash to pay a resource manager for the allocation ofresources. Because of the restricted amount of e-cash, agents can only allocate a limited numberof resources at a time. This enables agents to use the server's resources in an equal proportion.Also it prevents denial of service attacks caused by a small number of agents blocking all avail-able resources. Additionally, the price for resources can be set dynamically depending on thedemand for resources to reduce bottlenecks. However, agents can try to cheat during payment,e.g. acquire resources without paying for. This could be prevented by introducing an arbiteragent where a deposit is left that is lost if an agent misbehaves.2.2.2 Protection of Agents against Malicious HostsProtection in this direction is more di�cult since the host or platform certainly needs access tothe agent's code and control state in order to execute it. Therefore, it can read and alter theagent's data in plain text. Important questions here are how sensitive data can be kept secretand how the honest execution of the agent can be guaranteed. The following two approachesfocus on the protection of data the agents collects or computes on his way, whereas the last threetechniques concentrate on ensuring a correct execution. The approaches are ordered accordingto their strictness.Detection Objects [Mea97] Detection objects are a way to detect intensional modi�cationsof the data an agent carries with itself. Therefore, detection objects, which are dummy dataitems not used by the agent, are added. These detection objects will not be modi�ed duringa correct execution of the agent. But if the agent comes back to its owner and the detectionobjects are modi�ed, it is clear that the agent has been tampered with. For instance, anincredible low o�er for a product is added as a detection object if the agent is looking for cheapo�ers for this product. If the agent comes to a malicious merchant, who changes all o�ers theagent collected before to make his o�er look the best, also the detection object will be modi�ed.However, detection objects are only applicable for detection and do not o�er protection againsttampering. They have to be chosen application speci�c and are not usable in all scenarios.Another problem in constructing �ctional data for the detection objects is that it has to beplausible enough to fool hosts, but may not inuence the �nal results. Furthermore, it mightbe necessary to modify the detection objects from time to time such that it is not possible fora host to discover them by comparing several agents.Partial Result Authentication Codes (PRAC) [Yee97] Partial result authentication asproposed by Yee in [Yee97] is a method that tries to protect the privacy and integrity of anagent's computation results. This is done by authenticating the agent's partial results beforeit is sent to a next host. The results are authenticated with digital signatures created with akey from a sequence of public keys the agent carries. A used key is destroyed to avoid thata host is able to change the result later. An alternative to a sequence of keys is to computea new public key from an old one using a one-way function. Additionally, [Yee97] proposes amechanism to publicly verify the correctness of the partial results on the agent's journey byproviding it with veri�cation predicates. However, it is not made explicit how these predicatesare constructed. A drawback of this approach is that the number of hosts that will be visitedhas to be known beforehand to provide the correct number of keys. This problem is addressedin [KAG98] where the ideas of Yee are extended and improved. In [KAG98] the partial results8



and the identities of the hosts are linked together by a hash chain which prevents that resultscan later be modi�ed or exchanged. This method does not need a sequence of keys anymore,but assumes the existence of a PKI. However, only the state after the agent execution can bechecked and veri�ed with these approaches. Tampering in the interaction with the agent whilestill on the host can not be detected or prevented.Code Mess Up and Limited Lifetime [Hoh97] To protect agents against manipulationof code, data or control ow and to ensure the correct execution of an agent, [Hoh97] proposesthe method of Code Mess Up. The agent's code is translated into an unreadable and hardlyanalysable format, such that it takes the host an unproportional amount of time to �nd outwhat the code is supposed to do. The lifetime of the code is restricted by an expiry time suchthat it is impossible to be analysed before the code expires. This mechanism does not try todetect modi�cations, but tries to prevent them. However, undirected modi�cations are alwayspossible just by randomly altering certain bits. Another problem is to determine a reasonableexpiry time for the code, i.e. the time in which it is possible to �gure out the meaning ofthe code. Additionally, rules for the code mess up have to be �xed. Code Mess Up o�ers noprotection against black-box-tests, sabotage or denial of execution.Cryptographic Traces [Vig98] Since mobile agents cannot be entirely protected from dam-age done to them, mechanisms have to developed which detect potential tampering. One ofthose mechanisms is execution tracing as proposed by Vigna in [Vig98]. The executing hostproduces an execution protocol or an execution trace for the agent. The trace consists of pairs(n,s) where n is the identi�er of a code statement and s is the input from outside. If there isno input, s is empty. After the execution, a hash of this trace and a hash of the agent's stateis created. These hashs are signed by the host and transmitted with the agent. The trace isstored at the host in case the agent owner doubts the correct execution of his agent. Thenhe requests the trace from the host to compare it with the hash. If necessary, the trace isre-executed and so a cheating host can be identi�ed. If the initial state of an agent is signedbefore it is sent to some host, it can be prevented that hosts lie about the initial state of areceived agent. However, this method has some serious drawbacks. It cannot be detected if ahost lies about input from the outside. Also the applicability might be restricted because of thehugh overhead produced by the storage of traces. A general problem of detection is that it isonly possible a posteriori. Participants have to be made liable after the detection of cheating.Encrypted Functions [ST98] Encrypted functions are the only mechanism that hides thesemantics of the agent. The host executes the agent and computes some function. But it doesnot know about the semantics of the program because both the function and its result areencrypted. The mechanism works like this: �rstly the agent owner encrypts the function f toE(f) and creates a program P(E(f)). Then the agent is sent to a host dispatched with P(E(f)).At the host P((E(f))(x) executed and E(f)(x) is computed. Back home, the owner decryptsE(f)(x) and obtains the result f(x). The evaluation of the function f(x) is completely secretand does not reveal anything about its semantics. Since the host does not know about thesemantics of the computation, it cannot directly modify its result. This mechanism tries toprevent intensional attacks to the functionality of agents. However, not all functions can beexpressed as encrypted functions. [ST98] shows that polynomials are expressible as encryptedfunctions. In [ACCK01], results are presented that extend this to logarithmic and polynomialsize circuits. But research has not gone so far yet that encrypted functions can be used in a broadrange of applications. This method can not be used if interaction with the host is dependant onthe computed results since the host will not understand those. Indirected attacks, like randomlyaltering certain bits, are still possible and undetectable.2.2.3 Protection in Both DirectionsThe approaches to be presented in this section protect agents and hosts likewise. The �rstmethod presented makes use of fault-tolerance techniques, while the second checks the state ofthe agent to detect modi�cations and to protect the host.9



Fault-Tolerance Approaches Approaches used to ensure the availablility of a system can betransfered to the area of mobile code security. For instance, server replication, a fault-tolerancemethod, can be combined with cryptography to enhance the con�dence in computed results.The servers or hosts in the sytem are replicated. An agent visits some of these replicatedservers and uses voting and secret sharing or resplitting to �nd out what the most likely resultof a correct execution is. It simply compares the results it got from all servers and decides toaccept the result that has been computed in most cases. However, this approach relies on theassumption that servers fail or cheat independently. But this is contradicted by the fact thatthey are all under the same control.Another approach works with agent replication. Agents are replicated and sent along di�erentpaths with the aim to detect malicious hosts. Supposing two agents are sent on the same path,but in reverse order. A modi�cation by a malicious host can be detected if only one hosts cheatsby comparing the results of those two agents. However, [Yee97] only shows for a special casethat this approach is a solution of the malicious host problem.Authentication and State Appraisal [FGS96a] [FGS96a] proposes a technique whichchecks agents arriving at the host before starting the execution to protect hosts from executingmalicious agents and to detect modi�cations of agents. This can also be used to prevent agentsfrom gaining dangerous access to the hosts's data and resources. At the arrival of an agent at ahost, a state appraisal function determines the permits that the agent requests from the host,i.e. the resources it will need, after successfull authentication. An authorisation mechanismestablishes which permissions will be granted. The state appraisal function depends on theagent's current state which allows to check this state at arrival, e.g. for some invariant condi-tions. Assuming that a host would only accept agents whose states satisfy certain conditions,malicious, modi�ed or corrupted agents can be refused at this point. So misuse of agents canbe prevented. However, not all state alternations, and not even all dangerous modi�cations,can be detected since detection depends on the checked conditions.3 Comparison Shopping { A Case StudyIn this section, we present the security analysis of the comparison shopping scenario which isdone in the following way. Firstly, the concrete scenario to be considered is clari�ed. Secondly,the acting entities are identi�ed and their interests and expectations in the single phases of thescenario are analysed. Thirdly, it is investigated which possibilities and incentives an attackerwould have.3.1 The ScenarioThe electronic marketplace or virtual mall considered for comparison shopping consists of a setof merchants that o�er their products, a set of matchmakers that provide a directory serviceabout the merchants at the portal of the mall and a set of customers that are willing to shop atthe merchant that matches their preferences best. Customers send their agents to a matchmakerand then to merchants in order to collect the required information. Afterwards, they decidewhere to buy from. Customers, matchmakers and merchants are connected via a network inwhich the agents roam.The comparison shopping problem consists of the following parts as described in [DEW96]:� A domain description, including information about product attributes useful for discrim-inating between di�erent products and between variants of the same product (e.g. name,manufacturers, price...)� A set of addresses of potential merchants� An attribute A by which the user wants to compare the vendors� A speci�cation of the desired product in terms of values of selected attributesDetermine:The set of vendors where the desired product is available sorted by the given attribute A.10



Suppose we like to �nd the cheapest price for a speci�c software program or to �nd a certainbook with the shortest time of delivery. This problem can be solved with a mobile customeragent in the following way:1. The customer dispatches an agent with a description of the desired product and theattributes to compare di�erent o�ers.2. The agent visits a matchmaker to obtain information about merchants in the virtual mall.The matchmaker is situated at the portal of the virtual mall and simpli�es the search forrelevant merchants.3. The customer agent visits all merchants advertised by the matchmaker and enquiresabout the desired product. The merchant submits an o�er, specifying price, deliverycosts, delivery time etc.4. After having visited all relevant merchants, the agent returns to its owner and reports his�ndings ranked according to its owner's preferences.The comparison shopping scenario can be re�ned into di�erent phases in order to get a deeperunderstanding for evolving security requirements. This re�nement is done with respect toexisting consumer buying behaviour models in the literature. There are many di�erent modelsthat try to characterize the process in which a consumer is buying something from the �rstrecognition that he might need something to the �nal purchase or even beyond. The Nicosiamodel (Francesco Nicosia, 1966), the Howard-Shet-model (1969), the Engel-Kolat-Blackwell(EKB) model or the Consumer Decision Process Model (CDP) by Blackwell, Minard and Engel(2001) are models of consumer buying behaviour, to name only a few.The Consumer Decision Process Model (CDP) [Sch01] splits the consumer buying process intoseven fundamental stages. It starts with the need recognition phase, where the consumer realisesthat he has got some need or problem. In phase 2, search for information, the consumer startsto look for information how he can satisfy the unmet need. Phase 3 is called pre-purchaseevaluation of alternatives where the customer knows how he wants to satisfy his unmet needand investigates options where to buy. In Phase 4, the purchase phase, the customer �naliseshis choice what to buy and where to buy. The phase is subdivided into two subphases, where�rstly the choice for the product is made and secondly the in-store choices are �nalised. Phase5 is called the consumption phase, in which the customer has got the product in his possession.In phase 6, the customer evaluates the experiences he has had with the product. The last phaseis the disvestment phase, in which the customer decides whether to dispose, sell or recycle theproduct.Overview of the Consumer Decision Process (CDP) Model:1. Need Recognition2. Search for Information3. Pre-Purchase Evaluation of Alternatives4. Purchase(a) Customer �nalises choice of retailer from options investigated.(b) In-Store Choices (speci�c salesperson, payment method)5. Consumption6. Post-Consumption Evaluation Behaviour7. DisvestmentThe second model that was considered in order to identify the phases for the comparison shop-ping scenario is the Consumber Buying Behaviour Model [GM98]. The CBB model comprisessix fundamental stages of many other buying behaviour models.11



Its �rst phase is the problem recognition where the customer �nds out that he might needsomething. Then he starts to investigate which alternatives might satisfy his need in theinformation search or product brokering stage. After that, he evaluates these alternatives bylooking around shops and tries to decide where to buy. The fourth stage comprises the actualbuying decision. Purchase, including payment, and post-purchase evaluation are the last phasesin the model.Overview of the Consumer Buying Behviour (CBB) model:1. Problem Recognition2. Information Search3. Evaluation of Alternatives4. Purchase Decision5. Purchase6. Post-Purchase EvaluationBased on the models of consumer behaviour, the comparison shopping scenario can be dividedinto four di�erent phases:� Phase 1 - Information Search/Product BrokeringPhase 1 covers comparison shopping without the customer's intention to buy anything.The customer just walks around the mall and tries to �nd out what products are ono�er and what he might like to buy. His interest is to get to know what a possible pricerange for a product might be like. He evaluates the attributes for his preferences withoutwanting to buy something. He does not want to enter any liabilities and does not needany provably true information.� Phase 2 - The 'real' Comparison ShoppingThis phase is the actual comparison shopping stage. The consumer compares what heknows about the di�erent products and brands with what he considers important beforedeciding what to buy. He monitors the di�erent attributes of the product and the featuresof the store visited. For many customers, it is essential to the buying decision to trust in amerchant. A prerequiste for this stage is that the consumer knows the need or the problemhe has. In this phase, it is de�nitely the customers intension to buy something, but he hasyet not decided where to buy. Therefore, his requirements for security, here particularlyregarding the trustworthiness of the merchant, are higher than in the preceding phase.The phases 1 and 2 correspond to phase 3 in the consumer buying behaviour modelsdescribed above. In both, the customer dispatches his agent with a product descriptionand his preferences. The agent contacts the matchmaker at the portal of the mall to �ndout about appropriate merchants. It visits the advertised merchants and evaluates thevalues for attributes of the desired product. The products are ranked according to a givenattribute, e.g. the price. Finally, the agent returns to its owner and reports its �ndings.� Phase 3 - Commitment/Purchase DecisionIn phase 3, the customer �nalises his decision. The choice among the possible alternativesis based on the 4 Ps, namely Product, Price, Place and Promotion [TMP+97]. Theconsumer con�rms with the merchant what he wants to buy and for which conditions.Then he orders the product by making a legally liable contract. After that, the conditionsof purchase are �xed and cannot be changed without mutual agreement. The customerremains no longer remain anonymous since he has to enter liabilities. Therefore, it isessential that his identity is known undeniably and veri�ably although the content of thecontract can be kept secret. In general, there are two ways of how the decision to buysomething somewhere can be made. Either the agent himself makes the decision based12



on his �ndings in phase 2 or the agent makes the decision in interaction with its owner.In our approach, the second possibility is adopted. This purchase or commitment phasecorresponds to phase 4 in the CDP and CBB model.� Phase 4 - Purchase and PaymentThe fourth and last phase considered is the payment phase. Note that the physicaldelivery is not modelled since this would involve threats that are not computer speci�cand caused by transport companies and alike. This phase is similar to parts of phase5 in both models. According to the contract made in phase 3, the customer pays thedesired product in this stage. In general, there are di�erent ways available to pay ineCommerce which have all their strengths and weaknesses. Possibilities are payment bybill, bank draft or credit card, to mention the more conventional ways. Other possibilitiesare Paybox [Pay] or other forms of eCash.3.2 Security AnalysisIn the following, the comparison shopping scenario is analysed focussing on the interests andexpectations of its participants regarding security. The potential actions of an attacker threat-ening the system are considered. In addition to the phases, di�erent instances of a comparisonshopping scenario are investigated using the example of high price and low price goods.The participants in the scenario are customers, merchants situated inside the virtual mall andmatchmakers at the portal of the mall. Matchmakers provide customers with informationabout the merchants inside the mall. Furthermore, the network owner is considered in orderto analyse the security requirements with respect to the network. In this analysis, it is omittedthat agents are able to contact other customer agents inside the mall to obtain informationabout merchants. That would introduce new security aspects, for instance, whether an agentcan trust such information or not.3.2.1 Roles and their Interests� Interests of CustomersIn a �rst information search phase, the customer wants to �nd out what a merchant hason o�er for which price. He expects to be informed about all interesting products and theattached conditions. He does not want to enter any liabilities just by looking around anddoes not want to be forced or required to buy anything. It is his main objective to get thedesired product for the best possible conditions. In the second stage, where the customeractually intends to buy something, he wants to get exhaustive information about productsand their attributes matching his preferences. He requires this information to be correctwhich he wants to base his commitment on.When the customer wants to commit himself, he wants to make a legally binding contractwith the merchant that also holds as legal evidence in case of litigation. The product hasto be available and has to be delivered for the conditions the customer was told. Thecontent of the contract can be kept con�dential if both parties agree on that. The customerdoes not want to be deceived by the merchant. He wants to be sure that the merchant heis contacting is exactly the one he thinks he is negotiating with. He wants to provide hispersonal data only for agreed purposes and wants to prevent that the merchant misuseshis data for unintended purposes such as pro�ling or advertisment. When it comes topaying, the customer wants to use a secure, but convenient method of payment. He doesnot want to be deceived by the merchant by billing more than it was actually agreed on.Additionally, he wants his payment information to be protected against misuse, e.g. themerchant should not forward his credit card number to any other merchant. He wants themerchant to behave trustworthily, for instance not to sell products he cannot supply or todeliver the product after payment. Furthermore, a customer expects that the merchantsticks to the conditions �xed in the contract.Regarding the matchmaker the customer wants to get all relevant information aboutappropriate merchants. The list provided by the matchmaker should be exhaustive and13



contain no irrelevant information. With respect to other customers, he expects them tobehave in a competative, but fair manner.The customer wants the merchant and the matchmaker to be available and provide aservice of su�cient quality and also that they behave reliably and trustworthily. It isimportant for him that his data (like partial results) and his code are not manipulated bysome external attacker or platform. Furthermore, he wants to stay anonymous and main-tain his privacy. The customer expects that his agent is executed as it was programmedand that it can migrate as intended.� Interests of MerchantsIt is the main interest of the merchant that customers buy at his store in order to make thebest possible pro�t. A merchant wants to attract a customer's attention for instance byo�ering good products and prices, granting attractive conditions of purchase and havinga good reputation. Furthermore, the merchant wants his store to be available such thatcustomers can visit it. Additionally, the integrity of his data and working principles shouldbe guaranteed. Possibly, the merchant wants to issue some con�dential o�ers which shouldindeed be kept private by the customer. Phase 1 and 2 do not make any di�erence forthe merchant since he cannot distinguish whether a customer intends to buy somethingor not.When a customer commits himself, the merchant wants to make a legally binding contractwith him. The contract should hold as evidence in court in order to prevent that thecustomer refuses to pay for a delivered product, for instance. The merchant wants thecustomer to provide him with correct information about his person to make a correctcontract. This contract can be kept secret by both parties. Additionally, he wants thecustomer to authenticate himself such that he can be sure whom he is communicatingwith.At the payment stage, the merchant's main interest is to get the agreed amount of moneyfrom the customer as �xed in the contract in a convenient manner. The merchant expectsthe customer to be reliable and trustworthy in that he gives correct information, sticksto the contract and ful�ls his obligations. This includes the payment of the product.Regarding his fellow merchants, a merchant expects them to behave competatively, butfairly. They should not perform any illegal actions. The matchmaker, in the merchant'sview, should inform the customers about himself and his products, be available and trust-worthy.� Interests of Matchmakers and Network OwnerThe network owner wants his network to be reliable and secure in all phases in orderto attract users and to maintain the infrastructure. Furthermore, he wants to keep outcriminal actions like sabotage or manipulation. The users of the network expect it to bereliable and secure. They want their communication over the network to be con�dential,i.e. that communication cannot be disclosed, monitored or manipulated.The matchmaker is more a mean to an end and not an end in himself. Therefore, he is notassumed to have any interests on his own. He simply o�ers a service to all enitities thatcontact him. However, his clients expect him to provide a su�cient quality of service, i.e.that he provides exhaustive and relevant information, is available and non-manipulated.� Interests of an AttackerIn this scenario, an attacker an either come as a malicious merchant, matchmaker orcustomer, as a malicious platform or as someone unknown from the outside. The attacker'sinterest is to perform legal as well as illegal actions to maximize his utility. An attackercan use legal working principles of the system for unintended purposes, such as denial ofservice attacks by making too many requests. A major interest of an attacker is to remainundiscovered.One objective of the attacker can be to gain useful information for himself. He can tryto compromise customer privacy and anonymity to �nd out what products the customer14



looks for. He can achieve information gain by pretending to be a platform, merchantor matchmaker which the agent trusts in. Furthermore, he can try to disclose secreto�ers and contracts. Another way to obtain information is by disclosing the networkcommunication.An attacker can sabotage platforms and restrict their availability in order to have morecustomers visiting his site and to pretend to be a better choice for customers. Manipu-lation of data or working principles, sabotage or denial of service attacks can restrict theavailability, reliability and quality of service of merchants, matchmakers and platforms.So the competition of the market can be inuenced.A malicious merchant can provide the wrong conditions of purchase. He can misuse theinformation he got from the customer for unwanted purposes such as pro�ling, resellingor advertising. He can cash more than he was actually entitled to, or he can refuse todeliver the product after payment. A malicious matchmaker can distribute incomplete,irrelevant or incorrect information about merchants favouring particular merchants. Amalicious customer can provide false personal information or refuse to pay a receivedproduct. A malicious hosts can refuse to execute a customer agent as it was programmed.Also, he can refuse to send an agent where it wants to go to.In the �rst and second phase, an attacker can manipulate the customer's already collectedo�ers. The reason for that can be that the attacker wants have the best o�er himself orthat he collaborates with other merchants which he wants to look best. In the paymentstage, the incentive for attacks is even greater because real money can be gained. Sopayment information, e.g. the credit card number of a customer, can be obtained to getmoney of the customer's account or to resell it.3.2.2 Di�erent Instances of the ScenarioThe analysis of di�erent instances of comparison shopping gives an impression how securityrequirements evolve. One example for di�erent instances is the purchase of high price goods incontrast to low price goods. High price goods are, for instance, cars, houses or something whichis not usually bought every day or every month. Low price goods, however, are things that arebought more often, like CDs, books or alike. It seems natural that the interests of customersand merchants di�er in these cases since the risks increase with the higher price of the product.Consequently, there are di�erences in the security requirements people have both instances.With low price goods, it seems to be less serious for the customer if something goes wrongbecause the �nancial damage is smaller. In the high price case, fraud, deception and otherattacks are more severe since the amount of money involved is higher. Additionally, fraudand deception seem more likely since the expected gain is higher, if the manipulation remainsundetected. Because of the higher risks with high price goods, people require greater reliabilityand trustworthiness of the system.Looking at the phases, we have identi�ed previously, di�erences between the high and the lowprice case can be observed. In phase 2, the comparison shopping phase with the intentionto buy, the customer wanting to buying something more expensive de�nitely requires correctinformation about the product, because false information can lead to serious �nancial harm.In some cases, it is not easy to determine the actual value of a product. In case of a car or ahouse, a trusted third party or a censor is needed to estimate the actual value of the object.For phase 3, the contract, that is eventually made, has to be indeed legally binding, since incase of litigation this contract has to be valid evidence in court. Also the payment method usedin phase 3 must be more secure for high price goods because of the higher �nancial risks.To sum up, the di�erence between high and low price goods is that the security requirementsfor high price goods are higher. Whereas the technical threats remain more or less the same,the application-oriented threats, i.e. the opportunities for fraud, increase. In order to counterfraud, the trust a customer has in a retailer before commitment should be higher.
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3.3 Overall Security Threats and Security ObjectivesIn the previous analysis, we illustrated occurring security problems and the requirements ofusers to a secure system. From that, we set up an overall view of the threats to the mobilemultiagent system in the virtual marketplace. We will identify security objectives to counterthose threats and to satisfy the security requirements of the system users. The threats will begrouped into di�erent threat scenarios.Threat Scenario 1 { Data SecurityThe �rst threat scenario comprises all threats that are concerned with the misuse of data, ormore precisely, the unauthorised disclosure, copying or modi�cation of data. All data thatoccur in this scenario can be used in an unintended manner if they are unprotected. The dataof an agent comprises its code and the data it carries, like collected o�ers, identity information,contracts made with merchants, or payment information. This data can be copied, disclosed ormodi�ed. An interesting instance is the case in which an agent has collected several o�ers fromother merchants and visits another merchant. This merchant can modify all other previouslycollected o�ers such that his o�er seems to be the best. Another critical point with respect tocon�dential data is the leak of data without permission of the owner. In addition to that, theinter-agent communication can be disclosed and modi�ed by a malicious platform. Maliciousagents and other attackers can try to disclose, copy or modify the data that is stored at theplatform and also the platform's code and working principles. For instance, a Trojan horse canbe inserted into the platform's code such that someone else gains control over the platform.T1 Unauthorised Disclosure, Copying and Modi�cation of Data orCode T1.1 Disclosure of identityT1.2 Disclosure of secret o�ersT1.3 Disclosure or manipulation of contractsT1.4 Modi�cation of already collected o�ersT1.5 Disclosure and modi�cation of payment informationT1.6 Modi�cation of agent's codeT1.7 Modi�cation of agent's dataT1.8 Modi�cation of host's codeT1.9 Modi�cation of host's dataT1.10 Disclosure of submitted messages between agentsT.1.11 Modi�cation of inter-agent communicationT1.12 Unauthorised passing on of con�dential informationSecurity Objective 1 { Protection of DataResulting security objectives are that the agents and platforms can protect their and their dataand code from unauthorised copying, disclosure and modi�cation. It should be possible to detectand to prevent that con�dential information is passed without permission. Additionally, thecustomers should be able to stay anonymous as long as possible before eventual commitment.SO1 No Unauthorised Disclosure, Copying or Modi�cation of DataSO1.1 Only authorised access to agent's data and codeSO1.2 Only authorised access to host's data and codeSO1.3 No unwanted disclosure of identitySO1.4 Only authorised access to special o�ersSO1.5 Only authorised access to contract informationSO1.6 Only authorised access to payment information, no unauthorised modi-�cation of payment informationSO1.7 Con�dential and integer inter-agent communicationSO1.8 Detection and prevention of the unauthorised passing on of con�dentialinformationThreat Scenario 2 { Interception of Network CommunicationThis threat scenario deals with the security of the network communication. Here, the networkthat connects the platforms with each other is considered. Some malicious attacker from the16



outside can try to disclose the messages transferred between platforms in order to read or modifythem. Furthermore, he can analyse the tra�c on the network and extract knowledge about whocommunicates with whom. Furthermore, he can block messages from being received, or he canremove them from the network.T2 Interception of Network CommunicationT2.1 Disclosure of network communicationT2.2 Modi�cation of network communicationSecurity Objective 2 { Protection of Network CommunicationThe resulting security objectives are the con�dentiality, privacy, integrity and reliability of thenetwork communication.SO2 Secure Network CommunicationSO2.1 No disclosure of transmitted messagesSO2.2 No modi�cation of transmitted messagesSO2.3 Reliable network communication, i.e. sent messages are received by theintended recipientThreat Scenario 3 { Restrictions to Availability of ServicesIn our scenario, restrictions to the availability of services can happen to agents, platforms orto the network. The agents are mainly threatened by malicious platforms they are on. Theycan refuse to execute an agent, or they can not execute it as it was programmed by its owner.Furthermore, malicious platforms can refuse to transmit agents to other platforms or transmitthem to an unwanted platform. Moreover, they can kill an agent such that it is neither executednor transmitted any further. Additionally, platforms can control the communication betweentwo agents being on the same platform, i.e. they can prevent, alter and forge messages sentbetween agents.Similarly, the platforms and the network are threatened by malicious agents or other attackersfrom the outside. Potential attacks are denial of service attacks where too many queries aresubmitted such that a service breaks down. Alternatively, resources can be corrupted or blockedsuch that a satisfying service is no longer possible.T3 Sabotage, Restrictions to Availability of ServicesT3.1 Incorrect or non-execution of agentsT3.2 Sabotage of hosts (e.g. by denial of service)T3.3 Sabotage of networkT3.4 Incorrect transmission of agents from platform to platformT3.5 Non-working inter-agent communication on a platformSecurity Objective 3 { Availability and Quality of ServicesThe security objectives concerning availability and quality of services are the correct and com-plete execution of agents, the reliable communication between agents and the correct transmis-sion of agents between platforms. Correctness and completeness of agent execution means thatagents are executed as programmed by their owner. Reliable communication between agentsdescribes that sent messages are received by the intended recipient. If agents are transmittedas described in their code we say that they are transmitted correctly. The objective concern-ing platforms and network is that the service is available at the quality that meets the user'sexpectations.SO3 Reliability and Availability of ServicesSO3.1 Correct and complete execution of agentsSO3.2 Availability of hostsSO3.3 Availability of the networkSO3.4 Correct transmission of agentsSO3.5 Reliable inter-agent communication on a platform17



Threat Scenario 4 { Masquerading vs. AuthenticationThis threat scenario deals with the identity of the participants, like agents and platforms. Anparticipating agent can try to masquerade itself to harm an opposite party. Similarly, platformscan masquerade as a trusted platform to extract secret information of an agent.T4 MasqueradingT4.1 Merchants masquerade to fool customers.T4.2 Customers masquerade to harm other participants.T4.3 Platforms masquerade as trusted platforms.T4.4 Matchmaker masquerades.Security Objective 4 { AuthenticationThe security objective with respect to authentication is to create a unforgeable link between anagent or a platform and its owner. Therefore, each agent needs to have a unique identity whicha communication partner can verify. Platforms need the capability to authenticate themselvesand prove their identity to an agent. In contrast, a customer agent should be able to stayanonymous.SO4 Authentication and Veri�cation of IdentitySO4.1 Each entity in the system, agent or platform, has got a unique, veri�ableidentity.Threat Scenario 5 { Fraud vs. Trustworthy BehaviourThis scenario comprises all threats that cannot be classi�ed as classical security issues and areconcerned with fraud and legal problems. With respect to legal behaviour, we can observe thefollowing threats mainly connected to contracts and payment information: Contracts may befaked, e.g. by using masquerading. Entities involved in a contract can deny their commitment.The payment information a merchant obtains can be used to cash more than agreed on in acontract. A customer can give false payment information to deceive the merchant. Merchantscan provide customers false information on products or issue false o�ers which becomes a legalproblem if o�ers are considered legally binding.Regarding trust and quality of services, we see that the given information from the matchmaker,i.e. the list of matching retailers, can be incomplete or irrelevant leading to a disadvantageof certain retailers. Furthermore, matchmakers and retailers can try to misuse or resell theinformation they have got about their clients for pro�ling or advertisments. Other threats,which are out of the scope of this paper, are related to the delivery of the product afterpayment.T5 Fraud- Trust Related Issues / Quality and Policy of ServicesT5.1 Insu�cient quality of service, e.g. incorrect or incomplete list of merchantsgiven by matchmakerT5.2 Misuse of information (reselling, pro�ling, advertising...)- Legal LiabilityT5.3 Faking of a contract (e.g. by masquerading)T5.4 Denial of contractsT5.5 Give incorrect payment informationT5.6 Misuse of payment information, cash more than being entitled toT5.7 Distribution of false information, particularly o�ers- Not in the scope of this paper, Payment and DeliveryT5.8 Non-delivery of productT5.9 Refuse to pay product after deliverySecurity Objectives 5 and 6 { Legal Liability and Trusted ServicesThere are two security objectives to counter these security threats. All threats concerned withlegal behaviour can be countered by introducing legal liability, for instance making contracts18



and o�ers legally binding such that fraud can be sued later. The issues linked to trust andquality of services can be counteracted by introducing the objective 'Trusted Services'. Thisobjective can be achieved by giving services the possibility to prove that they work accordingto a quality of service policy.SO5 Legal LiabilitySO5.1 Merchants can issue legally binding o�ers.SO5.2 Customers and merchants can make legally binding contracts.SO6 Trusted ServicesSO6.1 Matchmakers can prove that they operate a quality of service policy.SO6.2 Merchants can prove to the customer that they operate a quality ofservice policy.3.4 Remarks on the Security Threats and ObjectivesThe identi�ed security threats can be split into technical threats and application-orientedthreats. The technical threats are independent of the concrete scenario in which the agent-system is applied and are countered by technical means, whereas the application-oriented threatscan depend on the concrete scenario in which the system is used or and on the phase of anagent's activity. Roughly speaking, the application-oriented threats can be summed up withthe term 'fraud'. It is hard to come up with means to counter them.Fraud also happens in the real-world and a priori less can be done to prevent it. Only afterfraud was detected, the responsible person can be sued and punished for it. Before fraud occurs,the only way prevent deception or to minimize its probability is to interact with someone onetrusts in. In the comparison shopping scenario, it is the same problem with fraud. It cannot becountered with technical means alone. To reduce the possiblity that fraud occurs, we introducea trust model such that agents can take appropriate measures before contacting an untrustedentity. Additionally, legal liability can decrease the possibility of fraud and deception.In our scenario, the technical threats are the security threats 'T1 Unauthorised Disclosure,Copying or Modi�cation of Data or Code', 'T2 Interception of Network Communication', 'T3Sabotage, Restrictions of Availability of Services' and ' T4 Masquerading'. 'T5 Fraud' comprisesthe application-oriented threats. It can be partially countered by the introduction of legallybinding contracts and o�ers in SO5, but it also needs the establishment of a trust infrastructureas in SO6.Looking at the individual phases of the comparison shopping scenario, the following changes inthe security threats can be observed. During all phases the technical threats T1 { T4 remainmore or less the same. Only in T1, the issue changes over the di�erent phases. In phase 1and 2, an agent's identity has to be protected. Additionally, its collected o�ers should not bemanipulated. Also, merchant's o�ers should remain secret if necessary. However, from phase3 on the customer can no longer stay anonymous since he commits himself. In this phase, thecontract between customer and merchant has to be protected. In phase 4, payment informationis the main concern. Furthermore, in all phases the data and code of agents and hosts shouldnot be disclosed or manipulated.With respect to the application-oriented threats, one notes more severe changes over the singlephases. Generally, the more commitment a participant makes the more security is required.From phase 1 to phase 2, the correctness of product information becomes important, since inphase 2 the customer wants to base a decision on it. In phase 1 and 2 the customer's activityis by no means legally binding, whereas in phase 3 he commits himself, and he enters legalliabilities. Therefore, in phase 3 we need more trust into merchants than before. Also, with lowprice goods fraud is not such a serious issue, but it increases as the price increases.4 Towards a Secure SystemUsing the results from the previous analysis, we develop a setting of a secure mobile multiagentsystem for comparison shopping. We start with assumptions about the underlying technical19



model. Then, we transform the security objectives into building blocks which the underlyingsystem architecture has to provide in order to accomplish those objectives. The building blocksare further re�ned into features of agents and platforms. Finally, ideas concerning the technicalrealisation of the building blocks are presented.4.1 A Technical Realisation of the Multiagent SystemGenerally, any platform is able to read and alter non-encrypted data of agents. Furthermore, aplatform is able to manipulate agents and to inuence their behaviour. For the establishmentof security, the notion of a trusted platform is necessary. Therefore, we have a look on thenotion of trusted platforms, before we discuss a concrete model of our electronic marketplace.A platform is said to be trusted with respect to an functionality if an agent on that platformcan be sure that the platform implements this functionality as expected. If a platform is trustedwith respect to a functionality it does not exhibit malicious behaviour connected to that func-tionality. It is not reasonable that a platform is completely trusted meaning that no maliciousbehaviour occurs. But one can trust in a platform with respect to a subset of operations, i.e. theagent is safe on the platform if only operations from this subset are carried out. The followingbox gives examples with respect to which functionalities a platform can be trusted.A platform may be trusted- to execute agents as they were programmed by their owner.- in transmitting agents between platforms as intended in the agent's code.- to maintain the con�dentiality and integrity of inter-agent communication.- to preserve secret keys from disclosure.- to keep secret data private.- to preserve an agent's data from modi�cation and disclosure.- not to misuse the information and the knowledge (data/code) it gets from the agent.- to provides correct authentication.- not to compromise an agent's privacy and anonymity.- to protect agents from each other such that agents cannot manipulate each other withrespect to data or functionality.The last point above refers to the problem that not all agents on a trusted platform are benevo-lent as well. It still has to be assumed that they can be malicious and try to attack the platformor other agents. Therefore, any platform should protect itself from malicious agents and protectthe agents from each other, such that malicious agents cannot harm 'good' agents on the sameplatform.In case of an untrusted or malicious platform, a correct or benevolent behaviour cannot bepredicted or assumed. A malicious platform may behave as it wants and nothing can be said apriori about it. It can behave benevolently, but it may as well corrupt agents and be maliciousin various aspects as the manipulation of the agent execution, wrong transmission to somewherewhere the agent does not want to go, provision of incorrect or incomplete data and so on. Whilea platform can be trusted by some agent, it can be untrusted for other agents. For instance, anagent sitting on its own platform will certainly trust in it, while a visiting agent might considerthe same platform as untrusted.In order to think of technical means to counteract the threat scenarios, one has to be preciseabout the underlying technical model of the agent system. In general, there are two con�gura-tions how an electronic marketplace using mobile agents with these types of participants canbe set up.Firstly, one can assume that customers, retailers and matchmakers are implemented as mobileagents that meet on a common platform, the virtual mall. In this approach all agents play20



the same role. However, the databases of matchmaker and retailer agents are not necessarilyconnected to the platform the agents are currently on. In this case, the data the agents needmust be transferred over the network to that platform. This leads to a high amount of tra�con the network and to bandwidth reductions. Thus, the advantage of mobile agents to travelto the data and to reduce network tra�c would not hold.Secondly, customers, retailers and matchmakers are modelled as mobile agents, but matchmakerand retailer agents operate on their own platform. Their database is directly connected to thisplatform and so network tra�c is reduced. Only customer agents hop from one merchant andretailer platform to another. An advantage of this alternative is that matchmaker and retaileragents are situated on their own platforms that they trust in which reduces their security risks.However, customer agents are still threatened by matchmaker or retailer platforms.In this report, the ideas on the technical realisation of the building blocks are based on the sec-ond alternative con�guration. We will assume that merchants and matchmaker agents operateon their own platform and are visited by mobile customer agents.4.2 Building BlocksThe following building blocks are set up to counter the previously established security threatsand to implement the desired security objectives.BB1 Inter-Agent CommunicationTwo agents must be able to communicate with each other con�dentially.The integrity of submitted messages must be guaranteed.It has to be guaranteed that a submitted message is received.This �rst building block 'BB1 Inter-Agent Communication' provides the system with the ca-pability that agents can communicate con�dentially on the same platform, i.e. noone else isable to listen to their communication. It ensures the integrity of the communication and thatthe messages are indeed received. This building block counters the threats of unreliable inter-agent communication T3.5 and of uncon�dential and modi�ed messages T.1.10 and T.1.11. Thebuilding block implements the security objectives S01.7 'Con�dential and Integer Inter-AgentCommunication' and SO3.5 'Reliable Inter-Agent Communication'.BB2 AuthenticationAn agent can authenticate itself if it is requiredThe customer agent can stay anonymous before making a commitment.A platform can authenticate itself.The second building block is needed to counter all threats that are connected to masquerading,i.e. T4 and its subthreats. It implements the security objective SO4 'Authentication' and en-sures that every participant in this system has got a veri�able and undeniable identity, includingplatforms. It also protects the identity of the customer countering threat T1.1 'Disclosure ofcustomer's identity' and implementing objective SO1.3.BB3 Data ProtectionAn agent is able to keep his collected data secret and to protect it from unau-thorised modi�cation. The data can only be accessed and modi�ed with hispermission.Personal information, e.g. identity, payment information can be prevented fromunauthorised disclosure, copying and modi�cation.The protection of its data is essential for a comparison shopping agent on whose �ndings auser wants to base his decisions. Therefore, this building block counters the threat scenariosconcerned with data security, namely T1.2{T1.7 and T1.12, including the protection of o�ers,contracts and payment information or generally protection of data and code. It implements thesecurity objectives SO1.1, SO1.3{1.6 and SO1.8.21



BB4 Agent ExecutionIt is guaranteed that an agent is executed as it was programmed by its owner.It is guaranteed that the code and the control state of an agent are not modi�ed.It is guaranteed that an agent is transmitted as intended between two plat-forms. The integrity and the con�dentiality during transmission is ensured. Itis guaranteed that the agent is received.As we have seen in the analysis, the correct and complete execution of the agent is a severesecurity threat. This building block provides means to ensure that the agent is executed as it wasprogrammed by its owner. That includes the correct, con�dential and integer transmission ofthe agent. This counters the security threats T3.1 and T3.4 and implements the correspondingobjectives SO3.1 and SO3.4.BB5 Protection of Platforms and of the Connecting NetworkThe access of agents to data and resources of platforms is restricted and pro-tected.The availability of platforms is protected. Denial of service attacks can beprevented.The availability of the network is protected. Denial of service attacks to thenetwork can be prevented. The con�dentiality and integrity of the networkcommunication is protected.This building block counters the threats concerning the availability and reliability of networkand platforms, identi�ed in T3.2 and T3.3. The means provided by the building blocks imple-ment the security objectives SO3.2 and SO3.3. SO2 'Secure Network Communication' is alsoimplemented by this building block countering T2.BB6 Legal LiabilityA customer and a provider agent are able to make a legally binding contract.The contract cannot be manipulated after it was made and cannot be deniedby a signing party. If it is required, the contract can be kept con�dential.Provider agents can issue binding o�ers to customer agents. These o�ers cannotbe manipulated and can be kept con�dential, if it is necessary.This building block counters the threats linked to the legal liability of o�ers and contracts T5.3{ T5.7 and implements the security objective SO5 'Legal Liability'.BB7 Trusted ServicesAgents can prove that the operate according to a quality of service policy.Platforms can provide a certi�cate of their trustworthiness.This building block contains the functionality that relates to the trust an agent has in theservice another agent or a platform provides him. Merchant or matchmaker agents can showtheir clients that they work according to some certi�ed quality policy. That can be for instancethat a matchmaker will always provide all relevant and only veri�ed information or that amerchant will not use the client's data for pro�ling or advertisments. That aspect of thisbuilding block counters the threats T5.1 and T5.2 and implements the security objective SO6.Additionally, the building block provides means for an agent to determine with respect to whichfeatures he trusts a platform. That addresses all threats connected to unwanted behaviour ofplatforms, for instance disclosure and modi�cation of data, incorrect execution and so on. Thethreats are yet not directly countered. But an agent is free to decide whether it wants to visitsuch a platform or what countermeasures it uses before a visit to protect itself, e.g. encryptionof sensitive data.Figure 1 shows the relationship of security threats, security objectives and building blocks. Thecolumns denote the main security threats and the rows the main security objectives. For reasonsof clarity the subthreats and subobjectives are omitted. The building block in an intersectionof a row and a column counters the threat in the column and implements the objective in therow. Building blocks can be mentioned several times if they contain means aiming at several22



threats and objectives. From the table, we can see that all threats are countered and that allobjectives are implemented by at least one building block.T1 T2 T3 T4 T5SO1 BB1, BB2, BB3SO2 BB5SO3 BB1, BB4, BB5SO4 BB2SO5 BB6SO6 BB7Figure 1: Relationship between Security Threats, Security Objectives and Building Blocks4.3 Features of the Agents and PlatformsFeatures of Agents In the comparison shopping scenario, we distinguish three types ofagents: customers, matchmakers and retailers. All of those agents possess general features.In addition, they are specialised with respect to their role in the system. The building blockscan be split into features of the single agent types in order to realise those blocks in the agentsociety. The technical realisation of the features is deduced from the technical realisation of thebuilding blocks.The essential features of an agent are the following: An agent is able to authenticate itself if itis required as postulated in BB2, e.g. when making a contract with a merchant or when issuingan o�er. It is able to keep his internal data secret and to protect its integrity as in BB3. Thecommunication with other agents can be performed con�dentially and integrally as in BB1.Agents possess means to guarantee the intended execution. Furthermore, they can ensure theintegrity of their code and control ow or are at least able to detect alternations, as required inBB4. A con�dential, integer and working transmission of the agent from a platform to anotherplatform can also be guaranteed, as in BB4.Additional features of a customer agent are the ability to hide his identity and stay anonymousif he wants to as in BB2, the capability to make legally binding contracts with merchants, as inBB6, and the ability to provide payment information only to the entitled entities, as in BB3. Afeature of the merchant agent in addition to the general features is the ability to make legallybinding contracts with customers, as in BB6. The matchmaker and the merchant agent areable to prove their quality of service policy to their clients, as in BB7.Features of Platforms The requirements that were established as building blocks can alsobe formulated as features of platforms. Some features are concerned with the self-protectionof platforms, whereas others a�ect their trustworthiness. Even a malicious platform has aninterest in protecting itself. Thus, it can be assumed that any platform possesses the featuresconcerned with self-protection. But only a trusted platform can be assumed to have benevolentfeatures that go beyond self-protection.A platform should employ access and resource control mechanisms to protect its data and re-sources against unauthorised access and modi�cations. Furthermore, mechanisms to protectthe availability and quality of the provided service should be available for a platform. Mecha-nisms to react to denial of service attacks are desirable, although there are yet no serious andreasonable solutions. The above features are all mentioned in building block BB5. Apart fromthese aspects in which the platform has an interest in itself, other features are required in orderto establish trust in a platform. A trusted platform can apply technical means to guarantee theexecution of an agent as it was programmed. Furthermore, it can guarantee the correct trans-mission of agents by a transmission protocol. The con�dentiality and integrity of an agent'sdata can be protected by cryptographic means. A platform can isolate agents on it from eachother. Furthermore, it can provide certi�cates for authentication. These features are derivedfrom the building blocks BB4 comprising agent execution and BB2 comprising authentication.BB7 also suggests that a platform can provide a certi�cate of its trustworthiness.
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4.4 Towards a Technical Realisation4.4.1 General Remarks on the Achievability of Security ObjectivesIf one starts to think of a technical realisation of the proposed building blocks, �rstly someremarks have to be made about principle restrictions of mobile agents with respect to securitygoals based on a paper by Farmer, Guttman and Swarup [FGS96b].It is unachievable to �nd out whether a platform or interpreter has been tampered. Since thisquestion only arises with untrusted hosts mainly run by competitors, noone will allow to inspectthe platform's code. A program running on this platform to check tampering might as wellget tampered. Testing will not always detect that the platform has been modi�ed since anymodi�cation is designed such that it will not be detected at �rst sight. Similarly, it cannot beknown a priori whether an interpreter or platform will execute an agent as it was programmedor whether it will run the agent to completion. Since the platform has total control over theagent and the agent is essentially passive itself, there is not way to prevent incorrect execution.Equally, the platform might decide to stop the execution of an agent. Neither can be knownwhether a platform will transmit an agent as requested. Similar to non-execution, a platformcan deliberately decide not to submit an agent. Because the platform has access to all non-encrypted data of an agent, only encrypted data and encrypted code not needed on that hostcan be kept private. If certain data should not be known to a platform, it has to be encryptedbefore going there.However, there are also some easily achievable security goals. For example, the author or thesender of an agent can be authenticated by signing their code. The integrity of code can bechecked by verifying an attached signature. Privacy during transmission of an agent can beensured by encrypting it before sending it. Interpreters can protect themselves against maliciousagents by employing access control mechanisms checking the agent's author, its program andits state.Encryption techniques cannot be used to the same extend in systems with mobile agents asin other settings. Digital signatures and asymmetric encryption require the existence of secretand public key pairs that are provably assigned to speci�c entities. Therefore, a public keyinfrastructure (PKI) is necessary for applying those techniques. This infrastructure sets upmechanisms for the distribution of public keys and for allocation of those keys to entities.Assuming a PKI in a system, public keys are uniquely attached to each entity. A public key ofan entity can for instance be obtained by getting it from a central key server.Asymmetric encryption techniques require public keys for encryption and secret keys for de-cryption. Each generation of a digital signature involves the use of a secret key. Agents visitinga possibly malicious platform cannot carry a secret key in plain text because the platform would�nd out about it. Therefore, an agent can not use a secret key on such a platform.Taking that as a prerequisite, privacy of data is nevertheless easily achievable. For encryptionof data in the asymmetric case only public keys are necessary. Public keys uniquely attachedto an entity are available everywhere by means of the PKI. If an merchant wants to sent ancon�dential o�er to a customer, it can ask its platform to get the customer's public key and toencrypt the o�er with it. Only the customer that possesses the corresponding secret key canread that message. But decryption of the o�er is only possible on a platform that the customertrusts with respect to the preservation of secret keys. Elsewhere the secret key would not beavailable.Authentication and integrity can be achieved with digital signatures. A digital signature isthe hash of a message encrypted with the sender's secret key attached to the message. Thereceiver can verify the signature by generating the hash of the message, encrypting it with thesender's public key for the PKI and comparing the received signature with the self-generatedsignature. If those are the same, the message has not been altered. This approach relies on theassumption that a slight modi�cation of the message would yield a completely di�erent hash.Digital signatures add accountability to the communication by attaching the sender's secretkey to the content of a message.Authentication of merchants or matchmakers sitting on their own platform is also easy sincethey can sign an o�er or a matching with their secret key. Merchants and matchmakers alwaystrust their own platform with respect to the preservation of their secret key. Authentication of24



agents, however, is much harder. Agents do not carry their secret key to an untrusted platform.On their travel through the mall, customer agents leave their secret key on a trusted platformor have it encrypted before visiting an untrusted platform. They have to migrate back to atrusted platform either to fetch their key or to have it decrypted in order to sign something.For the execution of an agent, the platform needs to have total control over the agent. All codeand data has either to be in plain text or encrypted with a key that the platform owns to beuseable there. So the platform will always be able to �nd out about the program semanticsand can potentially manipulate data or code. Only encrypted functions [ST98] o�er completeprotection against the platform �nding out what an agent is actually doing. In this approach,the function and its result are encrypted such that it cannot be understood by the platform.However, there are still no encrypted functions available for practical applications. Researchresults prove that encrypted functions exists for instance for polynomials. Thus, the securitymechanisms for our system can not make use of this technique. But if there were such functions,security of mobile code would be much easier to achieve.Several trusted platforms can be combined to so called trusted island. These island form acompound structure in which no precautions against malicious platforms have to be taken.Standard encryption and authentication are applicable on these trusted island since secretkeys are available anywhere. Transmission between platforms inside a trusted island can bemade secure by encryption techniques. The same holds for the agent execution, the inter-agentcommunication and so on. Before leaving a trusted island, agents can leave sensitive data aswell as secret keys inside the island. However, one has to think of mechanisms how to establishsuch islands, how to certify them and how to authenticate them, such that an agent can be surethat it is on such an island. On the other hand, trusted island have to be cautious which agentsthey allow to come in to protect themselves. This requires also authentication of the agents.4.4.2 Aspects of Technical Realisations for the Proposed Building BlocksBB1 Inter-Agent CommunicationTwo agents must be able to communicate with each other con�dentially.The integrity of submitted messages must be guaranteed.It has to be guaranteed that a submitted message is received.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:On a trusted platform, the con�dentiality and the integrity of the inter-agent communication isguaranteed by the de�nition of a trusted platform. Such a platform will of course learn aboutthe content of the communication and will be able to alter it. But because it is trusted withrespect to inter- agent communication, it will not disclose and modify messages. The reliabilityof communication can either be guaranteed by the trusted platform or by an handshakingprotocol. In a handshaking protocol, every received message is acknowledged or sent againafter some delay if no acknowledgement was received.On a malicious platform con�dential, communication between two agents is impossible. In opensystems, two parties that want to communicate con�dentially with each would use standardencryption techniques. The approach is safe in a system with static agents communicatingover a malicious network. However, this cannot be transferred to the communication of mobileagents on the same platform. It would be possible for an agent to encrypt a message withthe recipient's public key, but the recipient would not be able to decrypt the message on theplatform that it does not trust with respect to its secret key. Two agents can only communicatewith each other con�dentially if both are on a platform which they trust with respect to theirpublic key, see section 4.4.1.The integrity and authentication of submitted messages is also a problem. In a non-agentworld, one would use digital signatures to detect unauthorised modi�cations. But with mobileagents, this technique is not applicable on any platform, since it requires the sender to have anaccessible secret key. Mobile agents can only use a secret key on a trusted platform, comparesection 4.4.1.On a malicious platform, it is almost impossible to guarantee that a message sent by an agentto another agent on the same platform is received. In the client-server model, one woulduse handshake protocols where each message is acknowledged. However, in this case you will25



not know whether the message or just the acknowledgement has been lost or if the platformgenerated an acknowledgement and just threw the message away.To sum up this reection up, it has to be pointed out that secure communication requires apublic key infrastructure. As the agent does not possess secret keys, data to be sent con�-dentially has to be already encrypted before the agent arrives at an untrusted platform or theagent has to trust the plattform with respect to the plaintext of the message. Messages tobe received by the agent have to be encrypted with the platform's public key or { in case ofan untrusted platform { encrypted with the public key of another (trusted) platform whichthe agent has to visit in order to decrypt the message. For integrity, this means that for eachmessage if it is not sent on a trusted platform the digital signature has to be created on atrusted platform, before the agent migrates somewhere else to sent the message. The veri�ca-tion of a digital signature, however, can be done everywhere, since only private keys are needed.BB2 AuthenticationAn agent can authenticate itself if it is requiredThe customer agent can stay anonymous before making a commitment.A platform can authenticate itself.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:For the purpose of authentication agents can carry a passport stating their identity, their servicedescription, their dispatcher's identity and whatever information is useful apart from that.The passports have to be protected from unauthorised modi�cations using digital signatures.Furthermore, they have to be certi�ed by some trusted certi�cation authority. The passportshave to be closely linked to the agents such that it is impossible to take a passport of someagent and to stick it to another agent. A possibility would be to attach a signed hash of theagents code to the passport using digital signatures. Alternatively, authentication can be doneusing a challenge response protocol where questions are asked which only a particular agentcan answer. However, a problem is that some malicious platform can extract this challegerespone information from an agent camouaging this agent by having the same knowledge. Toidentify the dispatcher of an agent, it would be su�cient to add a digital signature to the agentcomposed of a hash of the agent's code and encrypted with the dispatcher's secret key. Thishowever requires the existence of a PKI, compare section 4.4.1. A way to prevent agents frombeing copied unauthorizedly would be the use of watermarking-techniques.To realise the anonymity of customer agents, one can allow customer agents not to carry apassport with them. In case they have to authenticate before committing to something, theycan either go back home to fetch their passport or collect it from a trusted platform wherethey left it beforehand. These passports can be encrypted such that they can only be readby an authorised entity. Additionally, they can be protected by digital signatures againstmodi�cations. Nevertheless, for absolute anonymity, it is not su�cient that agents do not carrypassports. Usually, agents carry the address and ID of their dispatcher such that they knowwhere they have to go back to at the end of their task. From this information, it is possible totrace the agents back to where they come from.This drawback can be countered by the introduction of a trusted pseudonym server. After anagent is dispatched, it is directly sent to this pseudonym server. There its original identity andits home address is deleted and replaced by a pseudonym. Malicious platforms can only identifythe pseudonym, but not the real identity. Since the pseudonym server is trusted, it will protectthe agent's identity. At the end of an agent's travel, the agent revisits the pseudonym serverwhich recovers its home address and sends it back. Generally, anonymity and accountabilityare contrary issues. If we allow agents to stay anonymous, we will not be able to trace maliciousactions back to speci�c agents. However with the pseudonym server, it is possible to integrateboth issue. With the pseudonym, the original identity of agents is hidden. But if somethingillegal happens in a system caused by an agent, it can be traced back to the pseudonym. In caseof justi�ed evidence, the pseudonym server can recover the original identity which introducesaccountability.Platforms have to be able to authenticate themselves. It would be very harmful for an agent ifit assumes to be on a trusted platform, but the platform it is on is actually not the platform26



it thinks it is on. A way to provide authentication would be via a public key infrastructure forplatforms and a mechanism similar to digital signatures and certi�cates.BB3 Data ProtectionAn agent is able to keep his collected data secret and to protect it from unau-thorised modi�cation. The data can only be accessed and modi�ed with hispermission.Personal information, e.g. identity, payment information can be prevented fromunauthorised disclosure, copying and modi�cation.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:For general remarks on the protection of con�dentiality and integrity of data in a mobile mul-tiagent system see section 4.4.1. Assuming the technical model that customer agents roam onuntrusted platforms, while matchmaker and merchant agents stay on their own trusted plat-form, only the customer agent needs special attention in this context. Problems to be addressedare con�dentiality and integrity of its data. The data to be protected are o�ers an agent col-lects during its journey, the payment information, its identity potentially in form of an agentpassport, the requests it wants to issue, contracts it has made and its code and control state.Sensitive data can be encrypted on the dispatcher platform with the public key of the platformto which the agent is supposed to go. The data is safe during the transmission and on allplatforms that the agent visits until it reaches the desired platform. For protecting data on theway back to the dispatcher the data can be encrypted with the dispatcher's public key as a laststep before transmitting the agent to a next platform. As the data of the agent is encrypted, itis impossible for another platform read it unless it has a key for decryption. But a drawback isthat the data cannot be used in this case. For integrity, the data can be signed digitally. Thiscan be done with the platform's secret key which the agent is currently on to ensure that thedata has not been modi�ed on the way back. Similarly, the agent's data can be signed digitallyby the dispatcher to detect modi�cations of data the agent carries from the beginning.Another approach to protect data or at least to detect modi�cations are detection objectsproposed by Meadows in [Mea97]. However, detection objects are always created for a particularapplication and cannot be used in all cases. An application for detection objects in comparisonshopping, however, is to add a very low price for a product to the agent's memory beforedispatching it. If the agent comes back with this price altered, one would know that the agenthas been tampered with.Yee [Yee97] proposes a protocol how to protect the partial results of agents after they leave aserver and move to the next one. This is applicable to the protection of previously collectedo�ers on malicious platforms. The results of Yee are extended and improved in [KAG98].PRACs (partial result authentication codes) provide perfect forward integrity which meansthat all results that are collected before visiting a malicious server cannot be forged. An agentis dispatched with a sequence of keys, one per server visited. Before travelling to a next server,the partial results to be preserved are encrypted with one of these keys. After usage, the keyis destroyed. So the result cannot be read, before the agent gets back home. An enhancementto this is a one-way-function that computes a new key from the last one. So the agent hasan unlimited set of keys at his disposal. The number of servers that can be visited has notto be determined a priori. A further improvement are publicly veri�able PRACs. An agentis supplied with a list of secret keys and a corresponding list of veri�cation predicates. Againit is also possible to defer the key and veri�cation predicate generation to a one-way function.The veri�cation predicates are publicly available, whereas the signature keys are secret anddestroyed after use. So it can be veri�ed whether a partial result is correct for computationsthat depend on these partial results. However, [Yee97] does not present techniques for theactual construction of the functions and predicates.[KAG98] extends the mechanisms proposed by [Yee97] by a component to ensure the integrityof the collected o�ers. This approach assumes the existence of a public key infrastructure orat least the existence of a publicly available key of the agent's originator. Each shop signs itso�er with its secret key such that the o�er is unrepudiable and unforgeable. Then the o�ermay be encrypted with the agent owner's public key for con�dentiality. [KAG98] proposes a27



hash chain that links the o�er of the previous shop with the identity of the next shop. Thisdisables a shop from modifying its own o�er later. The agent originator computes a hash of adummy o�er and the identity of the �rst shop to be visited as the anchor for the hash chainusing a nounce. Afterwards, he encrypts it with his own public key and dispatches the agent.When a shop k is visited on the journey, the next o�er is added probabilistically encrypted tothe agents memory. A new hash is created from the previous o�er of shop k � 1 connectedwith the identity of the next shop k + 1, encrypted and signed. This links the previous withthe current o�er such that the current o�er cannot be modi�ed without modifying the previousones. The inclusion of the next shop's identity ensures that only this shop can add the nexto�er. This protocol can be further enhanced by encrypting the o�er and the hash such thatforward privacy is achieved. To avoid that a shop is able to exchange its o�er at a later pointin time, a nounce is included in this protocol which serves as the input of the computation ofthe next hash. The idea of publicly veri�ability can additionally be applied in this approach.When an agent comes to the stage where it commits itself and has to pay, it has to submitpayment information. The requirement is that only the retailer that needs the information canobtain it. The best would be that the retailer gets only the information that the customer canpay the product, but not the concrete payment details. In that approach, as in the SET protocol(Secure Electronic Transaction), a trusted bank gets the payment details and noti�es the retailerthat the customer is able to pay. However, if this is not possible, there are alternatives to solvethe problem. Firstly, the customer agent goes back home and fetches the payment informationwhich is encrypted with the retailer's public key. Secondly, the customer agent jumps back to atrusted platform where it has left the payment information beforehand. Thirdly, the customeragent could carry the payment information with it in encrypted form. If it wants to submit thepayment information to a retailer, it fetches the decryption key from a trusted platform andgives it to the retailer. If we include a bank or certi�cation authority, the payment informationcould be certi�ed by one of those organisations as being correct. Integrity can be protected bya digital signature of the agent owner or a central authority.The program (its hash-value, respectively) of an agent can be digitally signed which allowsto reveal unauthorised modi�cations of the program. However, the code cannot be encryptedif the platform has to work on it. Static parts of an agent's code that are not needed for acomputation can be encrypted for con�dentiality, before dispatching the agent. Additionally,they can be digitally signed for protection of integrity.Any computation on private data has to be done on a trusted platform with respect to thesedata. For instance, in case of the shopping scenario the merchant platform may be trusted withrespect to the o�er of its merchant, but not with respect to other o�ers.Platforms should protect agents from each other. Even on a trusted platform, there can bemalicious agents that try to corrupt other 'good' agents on the same platform. Therefore, theplatform has to guarantee that the agents can only communicate via messages and can notaccess the data or code of other agents directly. Furthermore, the communication betweentwo agents should be impossible to monitor, disclose or alter by some other agent on the sametrusted platform. Technically, this can be achieved my separating the name and address spacesfor the single agents on the platform or by executing only one agent in a separate sandbox.Although di�cult, the passing on of con�dential information can be prevented by technicalmeans. Passing on of con�dential information means that someone communicates informationwithout permission of the owner of this information. In order to make that detectable, con�den-tial data can be marked with the original sender and receiver using watermarking techniques. Awatermark is linked to the content of the document such that it can not be separated from thedocument. Moreover, it can not be noticed at �rst sight, but there are specialised mechanismsfor detection of a watermark. A watermark is robust to common modi�cations of a documentand also to attacks. A violation of con�dentiality is detected if someone receives watermarkedinformation with a watermark that does not certify that he/she is the legal receiver. For pre-venting the illegal passing on of watermarked information a coordination medium can be used.The coordination medium detects watermarked data and checks whether these data is sent tothe legal receiver. If there are inconsistencies, it blocks the message from going through thenetwork. A coordination medium is a programmable communication device whose behaviourcan be de�ned by means of suitable programming languages according to global system needs.There are several models for the implementation of coordination media for the Internet available28



such as Linda [ML94] or ReSpecT [DNO98]. An overview of the current research on water-marking techniques can be found in [P�00].BB4 Agent ExecutionIt is guaranteed that an agent is executed as it was programmed by its owner.It is guaranteed that the code and the control state of an agent are not modi�ed.It is guaranteed that an agent is transmitted as intended between two plat-forms. The integrity and the con�dentiality during transmission is ensured. Itis guaranteed that the agent is received.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:On a trusted platform the agent is executed as it was programmed by de�nition. However,on an untrusted platform it is very di�cult to guarantee correct execution. There are severalapproaches in the literature that try to ensure that an agent is executed as it was programmed.The Code Mess Up technique [Hoh97] aims at the prevention of intended and directed modi�-cation of the agent's code. The basic idea in this approach is to modify the code such that itis impossible to �nd out the semantics of the code within a de�ned period of time. However, itis hard to determine what time is needed to solve the code mess up. Undirected modi�cationsand denial of service attacks to the agent are still possible.In [Vig98], Cryptographic traces are proposed to detect whether an agent was not executed asit was programmed. The execution of an agent on a remote host is logged by that host. Atthe end of the execution a hash of this execution trace is sent with the agent such that theagent owner can verify a correct execution or at least knows where the tampering must havehappened. An assumption in this approach is that a malicious host nevertheless provides acorrect trace of the execution which seems paradox. The data overhead produced enormouswhich restricts the applicability of this method.Encrypted functions are the only approach to hide the program semantics from the platform.Encrypted functions are programs that are encrypted and yield encrypted results. These cannotbe understood without having a decryption key. Therefore, directed modi�cations of the agentcan be prevented with this method. A serious drawback however is that only certain kinds offunctions can be expressed as encrypted functions [ST98].Correct, con�dential and integer transmission of agents over the network can only be achievedbetween trusted platforms. Digital signatures and encryption can enhance con�dentiality andintegrity. Transmission protocols, like handshaking, can ensure that an agents is transmittedcorrectly and that it is received. However, a malicious platform can refuse to transmit an agentor transmit it to the wrong place.As we have seen, only trusted platforms completely ensure the correct execution of agents. Themechanisms for guaranteeing correct execution presented above have drawbacks with respect totheir applicability. In addition to that, they only partially achieve the security goals. Therefore,it is interesting to ask whether it will be noticed by other agents or platforms if an agent isnot executed or transmitted correctly. If other agents and platforms are able to discover thatanother platform is malicious, it is possible to put a kind of social pressure on platforms toexecute agents correctly. In a society of agents, it could be common knowledge that platformX is malicious. Thus, noone will ever again visit it without taking the necessary precautionsbeforehand. A common reputation service could be introduced where such violations are re-ported to. A black list of platforms or agents can be maintained. A way to detect incorrectexecution or transmission could be time stamps or expiry times for the code. If an agent doesnot get back after a de�ned time, it is assumed to have been killed. In order to identify wherethis might have happened, the route of the agent should be known to its owner. Alternatively,the agent could sent a message to its owner at any time it is leaving a host telling the ownerwhere it is supposed to go to. If the agent does not notify its owner after some time, the ownerknows that on the host the agent wanted to go to something malicious happened.
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BB5 Protection of Platforms and of the Connecting NetworkThe access of agents to data and resources of platforms is restricted and pro-tected.The availability of platforms is protected. Denial of service attacks can beprevented.The availability of the network is protected. Denial of service attacks to thenetwork can be prevented. The con�dentiality and integrity of the networkcommunication is protected.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:There are several approaches that try to protect hosts from damage done by malicious agents.The data stored on hosts can be protected by sandboxing or safe interpreters [Moo98]. Theagent is executed inside a padded cell or a sandbox and does not have unprotected access tothe host. Each agent has its own address space. Other accesses to the outside are checkedseparately by a security manager. A link between the author and his agent can be establishedby the author singing it. Supposing a trust model, the trust in the author can be transferred tothe code he has written. Proof-carrying code ensures that the agent works according to somesecurity policy. The creator of the agent compiles a proof for the compliance to this policywhich is veri�ed at the agent's arrival [Nec97].In order to protect the host's or platform's resources one can use access control mechanisms.For restricting the risk of denial of service attacks, one can use market-based resource controlmechanisms that do not allow one agent to allocate in�nitely many resources [BKR98]. However,currently there are no serious means available to prevent denial of service attacks. In general, itis very hard, if not impossible, to determine that a denial of service attack happens. A reasontherefore it that it is hard to distinguish between an ordinary and a faked customer in a virtualmall.The availability of the network can be protected using fault-tolerance mechanisms such thatanother path is chosen if some router breaks down. Alternatively, a second server can be usedas a backup device. A possibility to reduce tra�c at certain network nodes, possibly causedby a denial of service attack, is the use of load balancing techniques. The con�dentiality andintegrity of the network communication can be protected by encryption techniques and digitalsignatures, assuming that a PKI between the platforms exists, comparable to agent transmis-sion in building block BB4. In order to make the network communication untraceable, mixesand anonymizer can be used.BB6 Legal LiabilityA customer and a provider agent are able to make a legally binding contract.The contract cannot be manipulated after it was made and cannot be deniedby a signing party. If it is required, the contract can be kept con�dential.Provider agents can issue binding o�ers to customer agents. These o�ers cannotbe manipulated and can be kept con�dential, if it is necessary.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:Digital signatures in a public key infrastructure can be used to authenticate messages and tomake a sender of a message legally liable. For details about digital signatures in a mobilemultiagent system see section 4.4.1.Legal liability of contracts can also be achieved by digital signatures. In our model, merchantsare always on their own trusted platform. Therefore, they can sign the contract with the secretkey at his disposal. The client, however, will only be able to sign the contract on a trustedplatform where he can use his secret key. If the merchant's platform is not trusted by thecustomer, he has to move to a trusted platform, sign the contract and or submit it to themerchant. The digital signature including a hash of the contract also provides protection ofintegrity. The con�dentiality of a contract can be established by encryption with public keys.An o�er issued by some merchant can be made legally binding by digitally signing it by themerchant. Since merchants only roam on their own trusted platforms, they can generate ahash of their o�er and to sign it. The customer is given the o�er with the attached signature.30



The merchant's signature connects the merchants identity to the o�er by means of the PKI.Additionally, the signature guarantees the integrity of the o�er. Con�dentiality can be achievedby encrypting the o�er with the recipient's public key.Another issue is the correctness of information that the customer agent is given by retailers.Here, we can distinguish between two phases. In the �rst, the customer only wants to set upan information collection and has no requirements with respect to correctness. In this case,nothing has to be done about the o�ers given by retailers. In the second phase, a customerwants to rely on the information and base his commitment based on it. Therefore, provideragents should issue binding o�ers to customers to vouch for the correctness of issued information.BB7 Trusted ServicesAgents can prove that the operate according to a quality of service policy.Platforms can provide a certi�cate of their trustworthiness.Aspects of a Technical Realisation:Matchmaker and retailer agents can possess certi�cates that assert that they operate to aquality policy. The quality policy can for instance include that data is not resold or that o�ersare correct. The certi�cates are signed by some certi�cation authority (CA). Matchmaker andretail agents can provide these certi�cates as a part of their authentication. So a customercontacting such an agent immediately knows by the provided certi�cate who the other agentis and to which quality of service policy it complies. The trust an agent will put into such acerti�cate always depends on the trust the agent has in the CA. If a merchant or a matchmakeris certi�ed by an authority in which the client highly trusts he will also put high trust in thecerti�ed provider. If he does not trust the authority, he will be cautious what he tells theprovider about himself and what he thinks of the provided service. Additionally, the client cantake precautions before further interaction. The certi�cates need not necessarily be issued bysome central CA. It is also possible to set up a web of trust as in PGP. Then a customer trustsa certi�cate if he trusts the certi�er. By means of certi�cates, a trusted shop infrastructure ora web of certi�ed matchmakers can be created.Also platforms can be certi�ed by some central certi�cation authority to be benevolent, toexecute agents correctly, and not to copy, modify or distribute the agent's data or code. Again,it will depend on the trust an agent has in the certi�cation authority if it trusts the platform.If the agent accepts the certi�cate, the platform is trusted and the agent just goes there. But ifthe agent does not accept the certi�cate, it can take precautions before going to that platform.Precautions can include the encryption of sensitive data or the noti�cation of its owner aboutwhat it is going to do such that the owner can detect a potentially malicious platform.5 Conclusion and Future workAgents and multiagent systems will play a major role in the further development of Internet-based applications like virtual marketplaces. However, these systems will not be successful untiltheir speci�c security problems are solved. In this report, we examined comparison shoppingas a case study for a virtual marketplace scenario and as an application domain for a mobilemultiagent system with respect to its security issues. We established a detailed model ofthe scenario and analysed it regarding the interests of its participants and the possibilities ofan attacker. From that analysis, we identi�ed the overall security threats in this scenario andsecurity objectives to counteract them. The security objectives were re�ned into building blocks,which the underlying multiagent system should provide, and further into features of agents andexecuting platforms. We discussed solutions for the implementation of these building blocksand pointed out under which assumptions it is possible to achieve the security goals.Agent mobility increases the di�culty for the establishment of security in comparison to asystem with static agents. While there are well-founded mechanisms to establish security insuch systems, like encryption or digital signatures, those methods do not work in a mobile agentscenario. In some cases, we simply have to admit that a satisfactory solution is not possiblebecause of technical and conceptual constraints. In this area, more work is necessary to comeup with solutions for security issues connected to agent mobility. Currently, it seems that some31
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